Creating links

As of release 4.10, when you log into your Elements profile you may see new banners displayed at the top of your home page. One of these is a prompt to create Links between publications and other items in the system.

Clicking on the hypertext link takes you to the Create links page. You will also automatically be brought to this page when you add a new item (publication, professional activity, teaching activity, &etc.) or to your profile via the "Add a new xxx" button.
The filters are preset to include items from the past two years, but you can change the date range -- as well as other parameters -- by clicking on Change, which brings up the filter options.

Creating a relationship between two items -- say, an article and a grant -- only requires a couple of clicks. After you have filtered the items to bring up the correct article and grant, check the items. This will prompt Elements to open the "Click to create" menu.
If a publication was supported by multiple grants, they can all be selected at this point and linked; however, if you attempt to link items that already have a relationship, *Elements* will display an error message.

If the brief citation in the "Results" view does not provide enough information for you to decide on its relationship to other items, click on the **View** icon, which will open the full item in a separate tab.
Existing links

Clicking the "Existing Links" icon presents a view of the relationships currently defined in the system.

Adding an item from the "Create links" page

If you wish, you can add a new item directly from the "Create links" page. Select the item type you want to add. If the module is available to you, an "Add a new xxx activity" button will appear at the bottom of the screen.
Troubleshooting

If you are sure an item is in the system, but you aren't finding it using the default search settings, try changing the "Linked to" value from your name to "Anyone" or remove the Date restriction.

Removing and editing links

Removing links between objects is simple. Start by clicking on the "Links" tab in the item in your profile. This will expand the list of current links so you can review your options.

Select the link you wish to remove and click the red X. Please note that this will not delete the grant (or any other object), but only the relationship between the objects.

You can also click the Edit icon, which will open a window you can use to update information about the link.
Publication: ULTRALUMINOUS SUPERNOVAE AS A NEW PROBE OF THE INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM IN DISTANT GALAXIES
Linked to grant: Fat PCP signalling and skeletal morphogenesis
Link type: Funded by
Reporting date: Please enter in the format dd/mm/yyyy